Task Overview

In brief, the task is to filter streaming documents by a dynamic set of exact and approximate queries.

Below is the typical workflow of the system:

1. Initialize
2. Batch documents arrive
3. Insert/Delete queries
4. Batch results return
5. Our Approach
6. Finalize

Task Detail

3 kinds of queries:
1. Exact matching
2. Approximate matching with an edit distance threshold
3. Approximate matching with a hamming distance threshold

A query should appear in the result of a document if and only if we can find a same string of kind 1 or similar for kind 2 and 3 word in the document for every word in the query.

Some details:
1. Edit(hamming) distance threshold is no larger than 3.
2. The number of the words in a query is no larger than 256.
3. Only a-z will appear in a word.

Some statistics:
1. The average length of the words is 6-8.
2. Each type of query accounts for one third.
3. The max number of active queries is ~500,000.
4. One document may contain about 300-3000 words.
5. Each round, the program will deal with 48 documents.
6. Queries may share words with each other. One query can provide one unique word on average.
7. Documents in same round may share words with each other. A word will occur in 2-3 documents on average.
8. Documents in different rounds may also share words with each other. The words in a round will probably occur in the next round.

Interface

- StartQuery/EndQuery
- MatchDocuments
- GetAvailResults
- Interfaces

Our Approach

- Query Index
- Result Cache
- Similarity search for each document word.
- Calculate the result for each document.

- Query Index
- Cache Similarity Search Result
- Use cache data and stamped index to search if the word is searched recently.
- Use normal index to search if the word haven’t been searched for a long time.

Why 2 kinds of index?

When a query is deleted, we just mark it as removed rather than do real deletion in the index. So, the index and the cache will have a lot of redundant information which will slow down our computation. Stamped index is used to speed up since we only need to search a small part of the index, but it cannot clean redundant data. Normal index will rebuild periodically and when we use it, most redundant information is cleared.

About Parallel

MatchDocuments step.1. We build 26 inverted lists and each list contains only the words the start with a specific letter. So we can build these lists in parallel.

MatchDocuments step.2. We have many words to search so we can search them in parallel.

MatchDocuments step.3. We have 48 documents to deal with so we can do it in parallel.

Evaluation environment: 12 cores, 24 threads(hyper-threading).
Our setting: 12threads, using threading pool.

About PassJoin[1]

An algorithm to do similarity join with edit distance constraints.

Basic idea: If the edit distance between A and B is no larger than T and A is split into T + 1 segments in an arbitrary way, B should contain a substring which is same with one of the segments.

Examples:
1. (with T = 2)
   String A: abc def ghi
   String B: abd def gh (filtered)

Basic implementation:
Select every substring of B(huge number!) and A is split into T + 1 segments in an arbitrary way. B should contain a substring which is same with one of the segments.

Details can be found in the paper.

In the EDBT Similarity Search/Join Competition, we have achieved 3 champions of the 4 tasks. Our algorithm is based on PassJoin[1]. It’s the state of the art algorithm in such area.

Other Techniques

1. We choose google sparsehash[2] as the hash map. It achieves much better performance in multithread environment than gcc 4.7 std::unordered_map and std::tr1::unordered_map.
2. We use SIMD[3] technology to speed up edit distance computation, which is used in the verification stage of the PassJoin[1] algorithm. By using SSE instruction set, which supports 128-bit integer and floating point numbers, we can verify 8 strings each time. By using AVX2 instruction set, which supports 256-bit integer operations, we can verify 16 strings each time.
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